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Abstract
Objective.The use of ion computed tomography (CT) promises to yield improved relative stopping
power (RSP) estimation as input to particle therapy treatment planning. Recently, protonCT (pCT)
has been shown to yield RSP accuracy on parwith state-of-the-art x-ray dual energyCT. There are
however concerns that the lower spatial resolution of pCT compared to x-rayCTmay limit its
potential, which has spurred interest in the use of helium ionCT (HeCT). The goal of this studywas to
investigate image quality of pCT andHeCT in terms of noise, spatial resolution, RSP accuracy and
imaging dose using a detailedMonte Carlo (MC)model of an existing ionCTprototype.Approach.
Three phantomswere used in simulated pCT andHeCT scans allowing estimation of noise, spatial
resolution and the scoring of dose. An additional phantomwas used to evaluate RSP accuracy. The
imaging dose required to achieve the same image noise in awater and a head phantomwas estimated
at both native spatial resolution, and in a scenariowhere theHeCT spatial resolutionwas reduced and
matched to that of pCTusingHannwindowing of the reconstruction filter. A variance reconstruction
formalismwas adapted to account forHannwindowing.Main results.Weconfirmed that the scanner
prototypewould produce higher spatial resolution forHeCT than pCTby a factor 1.8 (0.86 lpmm−1

versus 0.48 lpmm−1 at the center of a 20 cmwater phantom). At native resolution,HeCT required a
factor 2.9more dose than pCT to achieve the same noise, while atmatched resolution,HeCT required
only 38%of the pCTdose. Finally, RSPmean absolute percent error (MAPE)was found to be 0.59%
for pCT and 0.67% forHeCT. Significance.This work compared the imaging performance of pCT and
HeCTwhen using an existing scanner prototype, with the spatial resolution advantage ofHeCT
coming at the cost of increased dose.Whenmatching spatial resolution viaHannwindowing,HeCT
had a substantial dose advantage. Bothmodalities provided state-of-the-art RSPMAPE.HeCTmight
therefore help reduce the dose exposure of patients with comparable image noise to pCT, enhanced
spatial resolution and acceptable RSP accuracy at the same time.

1. Introduction

The necessity for highly accurate stopping power relative towater (RSP) voxelmaps inmodern particle therapy
treatment planning spurred the investigation and development of new imagingmodalities. In current clinical
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practice, those RSPmaps are commonly determined from single energy x-ray computed tomography (CT)
scans, which yield uncertainties of up to 3.5% (Paganetti 2012, Yang et al 2012). This is caused by the conversion
of the photon attenuation coefficient to the corresponding RSP of particles using look-up tables and
stoichiometric calibrations. Developments in dual-energy x-ray CT (Yang et al 2010) allowed reducing errors to
around 1% (Hünemohr et al 2013,Hudobivnik et al 2016, Taasti et al 2017,Wohlfahrt et al 2017, Bär et al 2018,
Berthold et al 2021,Niepel et al 2021).

Another imaging techniquewhich provides amore direct access to RSP is ionCT.With this imaging
modality, a water-equivalent path length (WEPL), which is the line integral of the RSP, is determined from the
particles’ residual energy. Since the ideawas originally proposed byCormack (1964) andfirst realised byHanson
(1979), several prototypes were recently developed and are nowunder investigation for proton and heavier ion
CT (Coutrakon et al 2013, Rinaldi et al 2013, Johnson et al 2016, Sadrozinski et al 2016,Meyer et al 2017,
Pettersen et al 2017, Esposito et al 2018, Civinini et al 2020). One of those prototypes is the phase-II protonCT
(pCT) scanner (Bashkirov et al 2016, Johnson et al 2016) located at theNorthwesternMedicineChicago proton
center. This scanner, which provides comparable RSP accuracy to clinical dual-energy x-rayCT technology
(Dedes et al 2019), was additionallymodelled in aGeant4Monte Carlo simulation platform (Giacometti et al
2017b), which is awell-established approach for the development, characterisation and optimisation of new
radiotherapy devices (Park et al 2021). ThisGeant4 implementation has been validated against experimental
data (Giacometti et al 2017b,Dedes et al 2019, Dickmann et al 2019) and allows to gain insight into the impact of
the scanner design on image quality (Dedes et al 2019, 2020). The combination of scanner and simulationwas
already successfully used for the development of new approaches such as the application offluencemodulation
to pCT (Dedes 2017,Dickmann et al 2020a, 2020b, 2021b) aswell as several correctionmethods (Dickmann et al
2021a, 2021c).Moreover, the variance reconstruction of Rädler et al (2018)was validated for protons for this
scanner (Dickmann et al 2019). The phase-II pCT scannerwas further successfully usedwith helium ions and
first experiments to investigate image artefacts, spatial resolution, RSP aswell as range prediction accuracy have
been performed (Volz et al 2018, Bär et al 2021, Volz et al 2021).

However, further research on heliumCT (HeCT) has so farmainly focused on studying the physical
properties of the particles and their impact on imaging under ideal (Hansen et al 2014, Piersimoni et al 2018,
Meyer et al 2019, 2021) and simplified conditions (Collins-Fekete et al 2021). Those resultsmight be different
within a practical implementation due to effects introduced by a realistic scanner setup.

This work provides an investigation ofHeCTunder the consideration of realistic conditions as well as a
comparison to pCT. For this purpose, we simulated the entire imaging procedure for a set of different phantoms
using theGeant4 implementation of the phase-II pCT scanner (Bashkirov et al 2016, Johnson et al 2016,
Giacometti et al 2017b, Dickmann et al 2019). The distance driven binning (DDB)filtered backprojection (FBP)
(Rit et al 2013) reconstructions of RSP and variancemaps of the phantomswere the basis for our subsequent
evaluation of pCT andHeCT in terms of dose, image variance and spatial resolution. The implementation of
Hannwindowing in the reconstruction filtermademodification andmatching of these quality parameters
possible via tuning of the cutoff frequency.We thus additionally present a procedure which allows a fair
comparison between protons and helium ions in terms of a singlefinal criterion, similarly to Tilley et al (2015)
for x-rayCT andCollins-Fekete et al (2021) for ionCT.Moreover, the accuracy of the RSP of both imaging
modalities, pCT andHeCT,was evaluated for a set of various phantommaterials.

2.Materials andmethods

2.1. Simulation framework
Data for this studywas generated using theGeant4 (version 10.05.p01)MonteCarlo simulation platform
(Agostinelli et al 2003) of the phase-II pCT scanner (Bashkirov et al 2016, Johnson et al 2016, Giacometti et al
2017b)whichwas validated against experimental pCTdata in terms of noise andRSP accuracy (Giacometti et al
2017b,Dedes et al 2019,Dickmann et al 2019). The simulation includes themodelling of light quenchingwithin
the energy detector of the pCT scanner based on experimental data (Dickmann et al 2019). The same
(Birks 1951) reference parameters were used in this work as inDickmann et al (2019).

The scanner itself consists of two silicon strip tracking detectors whichmeasure position and direction of
each particle before and after traversing a phantomplaced in between the trackers. The distance between the
inner sides of the housing of the two tracking detectors is 284 mm,which corresponds to a distance of±142 mm
from the isocenter. Afterwards, afive-stage scintillating energy detectormeasures the energy deposit of the
particles in each stage and converts the reading toWEPL following a specific calibration procedure (Bashkirov
et al 2016). The simulation additionally allows placing a virtual front and rear detector between the
corresponding realistic tracker plane and the phantom for so-called ideal energy, position and direction
measurements which contain only statisticalfluctuations frommultiple Coulomb scattering and energy
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straggling of the particles and are notmodified by the uncertainties originating from the tracking process and the
WEPLdetermination procedure. Both ideal tracker planeswere located at the inner sides of the housing of the
two realistic tracking detectors at a distance of±142 mm from the isocenter.

To calibrate thefive-stage scintillating detector’s energy scale in real-world acquisitions, the response of each
analog-to-digital converter (ADC) in the empty calibration run ismapped to pre-calculated energy deposits En

G4

which allows to account for spatial variations in the converter signals (Bashkirov et al 2016,Dickmann et al
2019). For protons, we used the same En

G4 values as in previous studies (Bashkirov et al 2016,Dickmann et al
2019)while for helium, the values were analogously determined for each stage n in an additional simulation
without quenching or object, yielding { }E 100.97, 112.21, 130.45, 168.87, 271.10 MeVn

G4,He = . In simulated
acquisitions, the energy deposited in the five-stage detector isfirst converted toADC including their spatial
variation (see section 6.2 ofDedes et al (2020)).

We differentiate between two types of datasets—an ideal onewhich refers to the data obtained by the virtual
tracking detector, and a realistic one that refers to the datameasured using the silicon strip trackers and thefive
stage energy detector. Using the event ID of each simulated particle, which is identical for both datasets, the ideal
and the realistic data were furthermerged to a third semi-realistic dataset which consists of ideal energy values
but realistic tracking positions and directions. This dataset was used to investigate the impact ofmeasurement
errors of the tracking detector on spatial resolution.

For our study, we simulated scans of each phantomwith a 200MeVproton and 800MeVheliumparallel
beamwhich have about the same range. The phantomswhichwere used are described in section 2.2. Thefluence
of the beamwas 417 particles·projection−1 ·mm−2 in case of thewater and the resolution phantom and
104 particles·projection−1 ·mm−2 for the head and the sensitometry phantomwith the particles distributed
uniformly across the beam. The beam size was 240× 40 mm2 for all phantoms except for the head phantom for
which the beamwas enlarged to 250× 70 mm2. Each simulation consisted of 360 projections in 1° angle steps
using a step-and-shootmode.

2.2. Phantoms
Five phantomswere used in this study: a calibration phantom, a resolution phantom, awater phantom, a head
phantomand a sensitometry phantom. TheRSPmaps of the last four phantoms aswell as specific region-of-
interest (ROI)s, whose use is described in detail in section 2.4, are shown infigure 1.

Figure 1.RSPmaps of phantoms that were investigated in this study: (a) resolution phantomwithmarked equal-area insert, (b)water
and ((c), (d)) head phantomwith corresponding ROIs, and (e) sensitometry phantomwith insertmaterial. The RSPmaps are
reconstructed from the ideal dataset of theHeCT simulation.
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The calibration phantom (Piersimoni et al 2017)was used to simulate the calibration runs of the pCT
scanner. It consists of two polysterenewedges of varying thickness between 0 and 50.8 mm.Up to four
additional bricks of 50.8 mm thickness were placed behind thewedges in each calibration run to cover thewhole
WEPL range of the energy detector.

The resolution phantom (Rit et al 2013)was used for the analysis of spatial resolution. It consists of a 200 mm
diameter water cylinder inwhich aluminium rods of 5 mmdiameter were placed at regularly increasing
distances to the phantom center. Since spatial resolution in ionCT tends to be lower at the center of the object
and increases towards the edge asmost likely path (MLP) errors decrease, we selected the insert closest to the
radius splitting the phantom in a disk and annulus of equal area as reference position for evaluations of the
spatial resolution of protons and helium ions. This insert, whichwe call equal-area insert within this paper, is
placed at a radius of r= 72 mm.Outer inserts yield similarmaximum spatial resolution for protons and helium
ions due to the convergence of theMLP error to 0 at the phantom edge, while inner inserts have lowest
resolution. The choice of the equal-area insert is seen as a compromise between these extrema.

Thewater phantom ismade of awater cylinder of 150.5 mmouter diameter including a PMMA shell of
6.35 mmwall thickness. The head phantom (Giacometti et al 2017a) consists of the voxelised representation of
the paediatric head phantom (ATOM®,Model 715HN,CIRS Inc., Norfolk, VA)whichwas created fromhigh
quality x-rayCT scans of the physical phantom. This phantommodels the head of a 5 year old child using tissue-
equivalentmaterials. Specific ROIs of thewater phantom and the head phantom (figure 1)were used for the
investigation of dose deposition and image variance.

Finally, the sensitometric phantomwhich represents an analyticalmodel of theCTP404 phantom (The
PhantomLaboratory, NewYork, USA)was used for comparing the accuracy of the RSP values between pCT and
HeCT. It consists of a cylindrical epoxy body of 150 mmdiameter and eight inserts of 12.2 mmdiameter of
which two are filledwith air and the remainingwith tissue-equivalentmaterials.

Except for the head phantom, all phantomswere analyticalmodels. The RSP, density and composition of
each phantom in the simulationwas the same as inDickmann et al (2019), as was the I-value of water (78.0 eV).
The sensitometry phantom’s ground truth RSPwas calculated for a proton energy of 150MeV.

2.3. Calibration and reconstruction
Prior to image reconstruction, additional calibration runs using the calibration phantom (section 2.2)were
simulated for both protons at 200MeV and helium ions at 800MeV energy. The calibration beams had parallel
beamgeometry with a dimension of 80 mm× 400 mm,which covers the entire detector surface. Thefluence of
each calibration runwas 313 particles·mm−2 within each of the 5 steps of the calibration run. In each additional
step after the empty calibration runfirst thewedge and then the additional bricks are added. Using the path
information from the trackers and the knownRSP of the calibration phantom, the data of this simulationwas
used to create a look-up table for the conversion of the detector response signal to the correspondingWEPL
values (Bashkirov et al 2016) during the preprocessing of the simulated data. To reduce the distortion of
measurements by secondary fragments inHeCT, we additionally implemented aΔE–Efilter (Volz et al 2018),
which allows the distinction of helium ions from their fragments by comparing the energy deposit in the
previous stage EΔE of the energy detector to the energy deposit of the stopping stage EBP.More precisely, we
determined two boundaries for the signal of the energy detector, a higher and a lower one as seen infigure 4(b) of
Volz et al (2018), outsidewhich particles are rejected. These boundaries were parameterised according to

( )E aE bE c 1BP E E
2= + +D D

with parameters a, b and cwhich are shown in the appendix (table A.1). The parameters for stage 3were extracted
from theΔE–Efilter boundaries infigure 4(b) of Volz et al (2018)which apply to heliumbeammeasurements
andmatched the data of our simulationwell. For the other stages, these parameters needed to be slightly adapted
to the stage signal (data not available inVolz et al 2018).When using the ideal data of the virtual detector for
image reconstruction, the entire calibration and preprocessing procedure is skipped since the ideal
measurements can be directly used for the image reconstruction (after applying 3σ rejection explained below).

After preprocessing, both particle types were grouped on a 2 mm× 2 mmbinning grid according to their
front tracker coordinate and particles outside of 3σ angle andWEPL around the respectivemeanwere rejected
(Schulte et al 2005)where 1σ corresponds to the standard deviation. For the remaining particles, theMLPwas
calculated according to Schulte et al (2008) to create 3Dprojections at binning sizes of 0.1 mm× 3 mm× 1 mm
and 0.25 mm× 3 mm× 1 mm in the u, v and d directions. The direction dwas parallel to the ion beam, v
parallel to the rotation axis and u normal to both.

DDB as part of the FBP reconstruction algorithm allows to select theWEPL value of the optimal binning
depth to the corresponding voxel position (Rit et al 2013). Thefit parameters required for the estimation of the
MLPof helium ionswere estimated as in Schulte et al (2008) (equation (29) in that paper). Awater volume (I-
value 78.0 eV and density 1 g cm−3) of 20 cmwas used to score the energy of 200MeVprotons and 800MeV
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helium ions as a function of depth in 5 mmsteps (see equation (28) in Schulte et al 2008).We confirmed that for
protonswe obtained parameters agreeingwithin 1%of Schulte et al (2008). The heliumparameters are reported
in the appendix (table A.2).

Prior to back projection, we applied aHannwindow to the rampfilter of the filtered backprojection
algorithm, i.e. in Fourier space

⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎡
⎣⎢

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎤
⎦⎥

( ) ∣ ∣ ( )G q q
q

W

q

W
rect 0.5 0.5 cos , 2Hann

Hann Hann

p
= +

where |q| is the Fourier transformof the ramp filter of frequency qnormalised by theNyquist–Shannon
frequency. The apodizedHannfilterGHann in frequency space was used tomodify image quality in terms of
noise and spatial resolution by reducing the effect of the high frequency amplification of the ramp filter.
Different cutoff frequenciesWHann ranging from0 to 1 can be chosen tomodifyGHann and therefore the amount
of smoothingwhich increases with decreasing values ofWHann. The application ofHannwindowing is the same
as using reconstruction kernels in x-rayCT.

The fully reconstructed RSPmaps consisted of either 0.1 mmor 0.25 mmpixel size and 3 mmslice
thickness. If notmentioned otherwise, the larger pixels size of 0.25 mmwas used.We applied the small pixel size
in case of the spatial resolution analysis to both ideal and realistic data in section 3.1 to evaluate the impact of the
pixel size on ideal spatial resolution.

Alongwith the image reconstruction, we used the variance reconstruction of Rädler et al (2018), whichwas
validated inDickmann et al (2019), to create the corresponding variancemaps of the reconstructed images from
the variance of the projection values. It was necessary to adapt the variance reconstruction formalism to account
for the effect of theHannfilter since Rädler et al (2018) accounted for the ramp filter only. This is presented in
the appendix and variancewas reconstructed using equation (A.11), whichwe implemented in RTK similarly as
inDickmann et al (2019).

2.4.Data evaluation
The performance of pCT andHeCTwas investigated using four different parameters: spatial resolution,
variance, dose andRSP accuracy.

The spatial resolutionwas evaluated by calculating themodulation transfer function (MTF) from the radial
edge-spread function (ESF) (Richard et al 2012) of the aluminium inserts using the central slice of the resolution
phantom.We followed the approach of Krah et al (2018) andKhellaf et al (2020) andmodelled the ESF as an
error functionwith parametersA,μ,σ andC

⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎞
⎠

( ) ( )r
A r

CESF
2

1 erf
2

, 3
m
s

= +
-

+

where r is the distance of the sampled points to the insert center. The spatial frequency of theMTF at the 10%
level can be derived fromσ according to

· ( )f
1 ln 10

2
4MTF10% ps

=

and is used as ameasure of the spatial resolutionwithin this study. As already described in section 2.2, the equal-
area insert of the resolution phantom (r= 72 mm)was chosen as a reference position for some evaluations of the
spatial resolution due to the dependence of the spatial resolution analysis on the insert positionwithin the
phantom.

The variance of proton and helium ion images was estimated using the variance reconstructionmaps of the
water phantom and the head phantom. As a reference, we chose themean variance in a ROI of 1 cmdiameter at
three different positions: at the center of thewater phantom and for the head phantom at the center of the brain
and at the nasal cavity.We chose homogeneous and heterogeneous phantoms due to the increase of noise
around heterogeneities caused bymultiple Coulomb scattering (Dickmann et al 2019).

The dosewas obtained by scoring the absorbed doses from theMonte Carlo simulation for each projection
separately on a 2× 2× 2 mm3dose grid. Summing over all projections gave the final dose.We also determined
the average dose valuewithin the sameROIs that were selected for the variance for bothwater and head
phantom.

To further compare variance and dose in both proton and helium reconstructions, wemade use of the
following relation

· ( )V D constant 5=
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to re-scale image varianceV and doseD obtained fromone simulation and its reconstructions. The relation is
validwith an uncertainty below 5% if the projection bins have at least 30 counts (see figure 4 inDickmann et al
2020a), whichwe ensuredwas the case.

The RSP accuracywas similarly evaluated as inDickmann et al (2021c) using the central slice of the
sensitometry phantom.We calculated theRSPmean within a radius of 3 mm towards each insert center for the
inserts and 10 mm towards the phantom center for the bodywhichwe compared to the reference RSPref (which
corresponds to the phantom’s ground truth described in section 2.2)using a relative error
(RSPmean− RSPref)/RSPref. The Themean absolute percentage error (MAPE)was afterwards calculated from
theM inserts as

∣ ∣ ( )
M

MAPE
100% RSP RSP

RSP
. 6

m

M
m m

m1

mean, ref,

ref,
å=

-

=

2.5. Spatial resolutionmatching
For thefinal comparison of protons and helium ions, the goal was tofix two of the three parameters dose,
variance (which are strictly linked) and spatial resolution and use the third parameter for comparison. For this
purpose, wefirst adjusted the spatial resolution of both particles at the equal-area insert by using theHannfilter
which yielded a specific image variance for both particles. Specifically, helium spatial resolutionwas reduced to
the spatial resolution of protons atWHann= 1.We chose to apply theHannfilter to protons to compensate for
the strongly increased variance of the pCT images caused by the small pixel size. Either dose or variance was then
determined using relation (5). The reference dosewas 5 mGy, while the reference variance was the proton
variance at the central ROI of thewater phantom simulation at the reference dose andWHann= 1.

3. Results

3.1. Spatial resolution
Figure 2 compares the spatial resolution of protons and helium ions obtained from the reconstruction of the
ideal, semi-realistic and realistic datasets of the resolution phantom. TheHannfilter was not applied to the
reconstruction and a pixel size of 0.1 mmwas used (and additionally 0.25 mm to study pixel size effects on the
ideal data). In all cases, the resolutionwas lowest at the phantom center and highest at the edge of the phantom.
SinceMLP errors vanish at the phantom’s surface, at the largest radius the ideal results for both ions converged
within uncertainty to a limit governed by the pixel size. This can be appreciated when comparing ideal results
with 0.1 and 0.25 mmpixel sizes. For the 0.1 mmpixel size, spatial resolution at the center was found to be
0.59 lpmm−1 for protons and 1.21 lpmm−1 for helium in the ideal case, and 0.48 and 0.86 lpmm−1 in the
realistic case. The resolution ratio of helium ions to protons in the ideal 0.1 mmpixel size case was found to be

Figure 2. (a) Spatial resolution of protons and helium ions for the ideal, realistic and semi-realisitic dataset whichwere reconstructed
withoutHann filtering. (b)Ratio of the spatial resolution of helium ions to protons for the ideal and realistic dataset. The shaded area
displays in all graphs a 3σuncertainty on the spatial frequency fMTF10%

.
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Figure 3.RSPmaps for both (a) protons and (b) helium ions for reconstruction of the ideal (0.1 mmpixel size) and realistic dataset
(0.25 mmpixel size) of the resolution phantom.NoHannwindowingwas applied to both reconstructions. To reduce noise, the
central 5 slices of the resolution phantom reconstructionwere averaged. The zoomed out areas visualise the effect of the particle
choice aswell as the additional scanner effects of the realistic data on spatial resolution. All images displayedwith the samewindow
center (C) andwindowwidth (W).

Figure 4.Decrease of the spatial resolution in realistic pCT andHeCT images by increasing the pixel size from0.1 to 0.25 mmand
additional application of theHann filter atWHann = 1. The black dashed line additionally displays the spatial resolution of helium ions
atWHann = 0.47 as required for the resolutionmatching of section 3.4.
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2.0 at the center of the resolution phantom, and approaches unity towards the edge of the phantom. The ratios of
the realistic dataset were 1.8 at the center and 1.4 at the edge. The semirealistic dataset exhibited good agreement
with the resolution of the realistic dataset, confirming the expectation that the tracking detectors govern the
resolution performance of the scanner (Krah et al 2018, Khellaf et al 2020).

The visual difference between the reconstructions of the ideal and realistic datasets of the resolution
phantom is shown infigure 3 for both (a) protons and (b) helium ions. It is clearly visible that central inserts are
more blurred than outer inserts, the change from ideal to realistic data leads to further blurring,most noticeable
at the phantom’s periphery, andHeCT is sharper.

The effect of the increase of the pixel size from0.1 to 0.25 mmaswell as the application of the additional
Hannfilter at full windowwidth (WHann= 1) on the spatial resolution of the realistic data is displayed in figure 4.
Both changes caused a slight loss of spatial resolution over thewhole phantom compared to the parameters used
forfigure 2. For protons, the effect was found to be small: the pixel size decreases the central spatial resolution by

Figure 5.Variance at the central ROI of thewater phantom for both ions normalized to the proton variance withoutHannwindowing
(Vp, w/o Hann = 0.0022). The normalized variance is plotted versus spatial resolution of the equal-area insert of the resolution phantom
(r = 72 mm) for each particle. The different resolutions and variances are obtained from applying differentWHann (from left to right:
0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1 andwithout). For helium, an additional point is shown forWHann = 0.47whichmatches the proton spatial
resolution as indicated by the gray vertical bar (shaded area/error bars show a 3σuncertainty). Dosewas rescaled to 5 mGy for both
particles according to equation (5).

Figure 6.Variancemaps of the water phantomand the head phantom for protons (a) and helium ions (b) at a dose of 5 mGy in each
ROI as well as corresponding variance profiles (c) atWHann = 1. (d)Displays the variance profile ratio of the phantomswith applied
Hann filter to the profile withoutHann filterVHann=1/Vw/o Hann. The profiles as well as the profile ratiowere determined after
applying an imagemask to the variancemaps. The variancemaps are normalised to their overallmean variance V̄Hann 1= . The yellow
circle indicates the ROI that was used for dose and variancemeasurements. Center andwindowC/W applies to all variancemaps.
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about 2%and theHannfilter additionally by 3%. The central spatial resolution loss of helium ions however was
4% for the pixel size and 9%additionally for theHannfilter.

3.2. Variance versus spatial resolution
The relation betweenwater phantom central ROI variance at afixed dose (set to 5 mGy) and spatial resolution is
shown infigure 5wherewe generated a set of reconstructions from the realistic dataset of thewater and the
resolution phantom, each at a differentWHann.We can appreciate that withoutHannwindowing, heliumhas
both higher spatial resolution and variance than protons. At equal resolution, and above approximately 0.6 lp
mm−1, helium yields better variance than protons. The ratio of spatial resolution of helium ions to protons at the
equal-area insert was 1.5when noHannfilter was applied and 1.4 forWHann= 1. ForWHann= 0.2, the cutoff
frequency dominates spatial resolution, leading to the same resolution for both ions.WithoutHannwindowing,
the variance of heliumwas 2.9 times that of protons, while atmatched spatial resolution of 0.64 lpmm−1, it was
0.38 times that of protons.

3.3. Image variance and image dose distribution
Variancemaps of thewater phantom and the nasal cavity of the head phantom are shown infigure 6(a) for
protons andfigure 6(b) for helium ions. Figure 6(c) shows variance profiles andfigure 6(d) the ratio of the
variance profiles with andwithoutHannfiltering. For thewater phantom, the variancewas smallest at the center
and increased towards the edgewhereas for the head phantom, the variance was elevated near heterogeneities
such as the nasal cavity. The average variance ratio of helium ions to protons was 2.8 for thewater and 3.0 for the
head phantom. The ratios infigure 6(d) show that theHann filter decreased variance by the same factor in each
image pixel, with no spatial variation observed. The decrease was by a factor of 7 in each image pixel for both ions
when applying theHannfilter atWHann= 1 compared to noHannfilter.

The corresponding dosemaps and dose profiles tofigure 6 are presented infigure 7. The dosemap of the
water phantom and the nasal cavity of the head phantom is shown for protons infigure 7(a) and for helium ions
infigure 7(b) aswell as the corresponding dose profiles infigure 7(c)where dosemaps as well as the profiles are
normalized to themean dosewithin the chosenROI of the phantoms. The dose decreases by about 2.5% and 3%
for helium ions and protons respectively from the center of thewater phantom to the periphery (r= 70 mm)
which results in an increase of the dose ratio below 1% towards thewater phantom edge. The dose along the
nasal cavity profile of the head phantom compared to themean dosewithin the selected ROI decreases by up to
6% (helium) and 7% (protons) towards the phantom edge. The increase of the dose ratio is below 2%.

Table 1 shows the dose ratio at equal variance within the ROIs for ideal and realistic datasets. The ratio is
defined as the heliumdose divided by the proton dose required to reach the same variance in the ROI in a given
phantom. The ideal dose ratio of helium ions to protonswas found to be 1.3 for thewater phantom and the
center of the brain of the head phantom, and 2.1 for the head phantomʼs nasal cavity. For realistic data, the dose

Figure 7.Dosemaps of thewater phantomand the head phantom for (a) protons and (b) helium ions normalized to the average dose
within the central ROIs and (c) corresponding dose profiles and (d) dose profile ratios of the normalized dose profiles. The yellow
circle indicates the ROI that was used for dose and variancemeasurements. Center andwindowC/W applies to all dosemaps. The
dosemaps and profiles correspond to the variancemaps and profiles offigure 6whose variancewas calculated forDROI = 5 mGy.
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ratio of helium ions to protonswas 3.7 (water phantom), 3.8 (head nasal cavity) and 3.1 (head center of brain)
without theΔE–Efilter. Applying theΔE–E filter reduces the dose ratios to 2.9, 2.9 and 2.8 respectively. Table 1
additionally reports the pCT andHeCTdoses required to achieve the reference variance for each phantom in
realistic simulations.We can observe that as expected for the nasal cavity ROI,more dose is required due to the
increase of variance near heterogeneities.

Figure 8.RSPmaps for (a) protons and (b) helium ions for reconstruction of the resolutionmatched realistic dataset (0.25 mmpixel
size) of the resolution phantom. To reduce noise the central 5 slices were averaged. Both images displacedwith the samewindow
center (C) andwindowwidth (W).

Table 1.Thefirst three columns report the dose ratio of helium ions to protons at equal variance at the
central ROI of thewater phantomand for the twoROIs of the head phantom (nasal cavity and center of
brain). The ratio is taken using helium and proton data from the same phantomusing reconstructions
withoutHannwindowing. The last two columns report the doses for realistic simulations required to
achieve the reference variance at the center of thewater cylinder for protonswithoutHannwindowing
(Vp,w/oHann = 0.0022).

ROI Ideal Rrealistic Realistic pCTdose HeCTdosew/ΔE–E

w/oΔE–E w/ΔE–E (mGy) (mGy)

Water phantom 1.3 3.7 2.9 5.00 14.29

Nasal cavity 2.1 3.8 2.9 11.29 32.34

Center of brain 1.3 3.1 2.8 5.52 15.31

Figure 9.Relative RSP error for the different insertmaterials of the sensitometry phantom. The RSP value is given below eachmaterial
name. The shaded area indicates a ± 1% range on the relative RSP accuracy. The error bar indicates a 1σuncertainty, whereσ is the
standard error of themean, on the obtainedRSP values which is lower for the realistic data due to the appliedHann filter.
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3.4. Spatial resolutionmatching.
At the equal-area insert (r= 72 mm), protons had a spatial resolution of 0.64 lp·mm−1 withWHann= 1. This was
matchedwith helium ions by usingWHann= 0.47. In that case, helium ions still had a higher resolution at the
phantom center (0.59 lp·mm−1 compared to 0.45 lp·mm−1 for protons, seefigure 4) but a lower resolution at
the phantomperiphery (0.64 lp·mm−1 compared to 0.69 lp·mm−1 for protons). The resolutionmatched
reconstructions of the resolution phantom for pCT andHeCT are shown infigure 8.

The results for the dose ratio at resolutionmatching of helium ions to protons at equal variance is shown in
table 2. For all three ROIs, the dose ratio decreased in favour of helium ions to 0.38 for thewater phantomand
the head phantomʼs nasal cavity ROI and to 0.36 for the center of the brain of the head phantomʼs ROI. Table 2
additionally reports the pCT andHeCTdoses required to achieve the reference variance for each phantom in
realistic simulations.

3.5. RSP accuracy.
TheRSP accuracy is shown for protons and helium ions infigure 9. Both particles slightly underestimate the
actual RSP valuewithin a relative error range of 1%.Helium shows a slightly worse accuracy of
MAPEHe= 0.29% than protonswithMAPEp= 0.19% for the ideal dataset. For the realistic dataset, we have
MAPEHe= 0.67% andMAPEp= 0.59%.

4.Discussion

The analysis of the two different types of datasets allows disentangling uncertainty contributions from the
measurement processes and from statistical limitations of particle imaging. Specifically, we found that the
uncertainty of the position and directionmeasurements, which is higher for the semirealistic and realistic
datasets than for the ideal dataset, contributes importantly to the achievable spatial resolution as expected from
Krah et al (2018) andKhellaf et al (2020). This effect ismore prevalent towards the resolution phantom’s
peripherywhile at the center the effect ismore pronounced for helium ions than for protons.

The spatial resolution as represented by the spatial frequency of theMTF at the 10% level is inversely
proportional to the paramterσ of the error function fit (see equation (4)). This parameter is dominated to the
uncertainty of theMLPσMLP (Krah et al 2018)which originates from the scattering of the particles (equation
(9)–(11) of Krah et al 2018 or, equation (7)–(9) and equation (16)–(18) of Schulte et al 2008) as described by
Highland’s formula (equation (28) and (39) inGottschalk et al 1993)which is proportional to the particle’s
charge and inversely proportional to the particle’smass (as given by themomentum in theHighland’s formula)
for equal particle velocity. This applies over thewhole phantom range in our case due to the same initial specific
energy of the protons and helium ions. Since the helium ionmass is 4 times that of the protonmass and the
particle charge is 2 times that of the proton charge, the spatial resolution is expected to scale by a factor of 2,
which agrees with the central spatial resolution ratio of the ideal data infigure 2(b) but is slightly reduced for the
realistic data to 1.8.

The above observations further agreewell with themodel introduced byCollins-Fekete et al (2021)who
determined a limiting spatial resolution introduced bymultiple Coulomb scattering (MCS) of 0.57 lpmm−1 for
protons and about 1.15 lpmm−1 for helium ions at an energy of 200MeV/uwhen crossing 20 cmofwater (see
figure 3 of Collins-Fekete et al 2021). This corresponds to the central spatial resolution values of the resolution
phantomwhen reconstructing the ideal dataset (see figure 2, 0.59 lpmm−1 for pCT and 1.21 lpmm−1 for
HeCT). For the reconstruction of the realistic dataset, our values deviated partially fromCollins-Fekete et al
(2021), namely by 0.096 and 0.29 lpmm−1 for protons and helium ions respectively, probably because that study
did not account for specific tracker uncertainties. However, the central spatial resolution of theHeCT
acquisition, which is 0.86 lpmm−1 for a pixel size of 0.1 mm in the realistic case, is slightly higher thanwhat was

Table 2.Dose ratio of helium (WHann = 0.47) to protons
(WHann = 1.0) at resolutionmatching (0.64 lp·mm−1 at equal-area
insert) and equal variance. The last two columns report the doses
for realistic simulations required to achieve the reference variance
at the center of thewater cylinder for
protons (V 0.00031p,W 1.0Hann == ).

ROI Dose ratio pCTdose HeCTdose

(He/p) (mGy) (mGy)

Water phantom 0.38 5.00 1.89

Nasal cavity 0.38 11.28 4.24

Center of brain 0.36 5.52 2.01
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found experimentally byVolz et al (2021) (0.59 lpmm−1)whichmight be attributed to the larger pixel size of
0.997 mm for the reconstructions as well as the different phantom geometry and reconstructionmethod. In
general, the increased resolution towards the phantom’s edge is attributed to the reduced uncertainty for the
particles’MLP at the periphery.

The reason for choosing small pixels for the analysis of the spatial resolution (section 3.1)was to avoid
limitations on the attainable spatial resolutionwhichmight be introduced by larger pixel sizes. However, this is
only relevant for reconstructions of the ideal dataset. For realistic reconstructions, the decrease of the spatial
resolution over thewhole phantom is low for protonswhen increasing the pixel size from0.1 to 0.25 mm.
Similarly, theHannfilter leads to onlyminor further changes of the proton resolution. At the same time, the
Hannfilter helps to reduce some of the increased variance values in the pCT images thatwere introduced by
choosing the small pixel size (see variance reduction by a factor of 7 in each image pixel withWHann= 1 in
figure 6(d)). Therefore, the chosen parameters for the reference proton reconstructions (0.25 mmpixel size and
WHann= 1) can be considered as awell-balanced choice of the reference parameters for the comparison of
protons to helium.

Themodel of Collins-Fekete et al (2021), which describes the noise at the center of awater cylinder and
models effects from attenuation losses of primary particles in an idealized detector, predicted a 36%dose
increase at the same signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for helium ions compared to protons. This value is close towhat
we obtained for the ideal dataset in case of homogeneous phantom regions, the ROI of thewater phantom (27%
dose increase) and the center of the brain (33%dose increase), at equal image variance. However, the value is
different for inhomogeneous regions like the ROI of the nasal cavity (109%dose increase). These results are
independent of the additional smoothing caused by theHannfilter since the image variance is always decreased
by the same factor whenWHann is equal for both particle types (figure 6). For the realistic datasets, the dose ratios
however increase since both phantom simulations include energy straggling and nuclear interactions within the
five-stage energy detector (see table 1). The impact of nuclear reactions of the helium ions on the dose ratio can
be reduced by applying theΔE–Efilter, but the dose ratio from the ideal dataset cannot be fully recovered.

The image variance is proportional to the variance of the particle range and inversely proportional to the
number of particles detected. After traversing the center of thewater phantom, approximately 86%of the
primary protons and 71%of the primary helium ions (figure 2.7 of Volz 2021) remain andmay be used for the
image reconstructionwhere 4 timesmore protons need to traverse the ROI for the same image dose. The
variance of range straggling is inversely proportional to themass at the same particle range (Durante and
Paganetti 2016) and therefore for helium ions a factor of 4 less than protons. The variance ratio of helium ions to
protons is therefore expected to be 1.2 in case of equal dose (or a dose increase of 21%at equal noise). This is
close to the dose increase in thewater phantom (27%) and the center of the brain of the head phantom (33%) in
the ideal case but underestimates the dose increase in heterogeneous regions like the nasal cavity of the head
phantom (109%).

Since our parameters for theΔE–E filter of stage 3 (see table A.1) agree well with the experimental data as
shown infigure 4(b) of Volz et al (2018), we further think that our quenchingmodel for the energy detector and
therefore theΔE–E filter is reasonably accurate. For the other stages, we can unfortunately not comment since
these data were not published byVolz et al (2018). TheHeCTRSP accuracy was approximately at the same level
as the accuracy of protons with a relative error below 1% in both cases, which can be attributed to the benefits of
theΔE–Efilter forHelium (Volz et al 2018).

Within theMonte Carlo simulation of the phase-II pCT scanner, there is no pile-up of particles simulated.
However, our previous studies on the phase-II pCT scanner already show that the realistic data acquired from
the simulation is highly representative of the real data acquired in a scanwith the phase-II pCT scanner (see for
example figure 6 ofDickmann et al 2019). Beam current, detector readout rate and false hits are therefore
expected to not notably affect the outcome of our study.

Resolutionmatching is common in x-ray CT (Tilley et al 2015) andwas applied to ionCTbyCollins-Fekete
et al (2021) by introducing a considerable increase of the proton energy to 350.0MeV/u aswell as a decrease of
the helium energy to 191.1MeV/u. The results infigure 4 of Collins-Fekete et al (2021) indicate that this would
lead to a dose ratio of helium ions to protons of about 0.43.Our proposed procedure, which applies previously
established energy ranges, leads to similar results with dose ratios between 0.36 and 0.38. Figure 7 further
indicates that this dose advantage is valid also for areas outside the ROI of the phantoms due to the negligible
increase of the dose ratio below 2% for equal particle fluence andwhen the variance is equalizedwithin the ROI.

Our study has focused on spatial resolution, image variance and physical dose as image quality parameters.
For future clinical applications, the biological effect of the different particle types needs to be considered.
Detailed investigations on the biological dose can be found inHansen et al (2014) andMeyer et al (2019)who
determined quality factors (see table 1 ofHansen et al 2014) and relative biological effectiveness (RBE) (see
table 1 ofMeyer et al 2019) for protons and helium ions. Those are almost identical for both particle types, and
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the values for helium ions deviate by less then 10% from those of protons in both publications. This would only
slightlymodify ourfinal results.

Finally, pCT andHeCT show acceptable RSP accuracywith a relative RSP error below 1%. This agrees with
the result of Volz et al (2021)who found aMAPEof 0.30% for helium ions (values without bodymaterial) for an
experimental sensitometry phantom scanwhich is slightly better than our value ofMAPEHe= 0.67% for the
realistic case. Thismight be attributed to theminor but acceptable offset infigure 9which is not present in
figure 3 of Volz et al (2021). A previously developed artefact correctionmethod for pCT (Dickmann et al 2021c)
might correct this offset but was not applied to our data since the extension of the comparison of pCT andHeCT
to artefact correctionmethodswas beyond the scope of this study.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we presented a comparison of pCT andHeCTusing theMonte Carlo simulation of the phase-II
pCT scanner using both ideal and realistic scoring. As expected, for both ideal and realistic cases, heliumhad a
higher resolution. At the center of the phantom, the ideal factor 2 resolution advantage of heliumwas slightly
reduced to 1.8 in the realistic case due to limitations attributed to the tracking detectors. For the phase-II pCT
scanner, the increased resolution of helium came at the cost of a factor 2.9 higher dosewhenmatching noise.
When equalizing the resolution of helium to that of protons by reconstruction kernel windowing, helium
necessitated only 38%of the proton dose to produce equivalent noise. Finally, RSP accuracywas found to be
comparable between the ionswithMAPEof 0.59% for protons and 0.67% for helium.Overall, our study
indicates a slightly superior performance of helium ions in particle imaging in terms of dose, variance and spatial
resolution.HeCTmight therefore help reduce the dose exposure of patients with image noise that is equal or
reduced compared to pCT, good spatial resolution and acceptable RSP accuracy at the same time.
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Appendix

ΔE–Efilter parameters
Table A.1 shows the parameters for theΔE–E filter used in this work.

Table A.1.Parameters of theΔE–E filter for stopping stages 2–5. The indices low/high indicate if the
parameter belongs to the lower/higher boundary of thefilter.

Stage alow
1

MeV blow clow/MeV ahigh
1

MeV bhigh chigh/MeV

2 8.52 × 10−4 −0.569 225 8.41 × 10−4 −0.565 247

3 8.52 × 10−4 −0.569 225 8.41 × 10−4 −0.565 247

4 8.52 × 10−4 −0.569 232 8.41 × 10−4 −0.565 254

5 4.36 × 10−4 −0.409 235 4.46 × 10−4 −0.413 260
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HeliumMLPparameters
TheMLPparameters forHelium ions are found in table A.2.

Variance reconstruction accounting for kernel windowing
Assuming a detector array ofD elements withwidthΔξ, for parallel beamfiltered backprojectionwith a given
reconstruction kernel gwhich in our study is obtained by the inverse Fourier transformof equation (2)

( ) ( ) ( )g dp G p e A.1ip
Hann

2òx = p x

and number of projectionsNP from angle 0 toπ, Rädler et al (2018) (whichwas in turn adapted fromWunderlich
andNoo 2008) gives us the the following equation for the variance Var[f (x, y)] of a 2D image f (x, y) for a pixel
centered at x and y
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where jΔξ and ( j+ 1)Δξ are the positions of the detector elements neighbouring the detector position ξ(x, y)
fromwhich the projection variance value ( ),p n

2s q x needs to be interpolated for projection angle θn. The
interpolationweight u corresponds to the distance from the center of the neighbouring detector element with
the lower index to ξ(x, y). The prefactor
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As inRädler et al (2018), we can assume that the convolution kernels g2 and gC both fall quickly to zero and
that ( ),p n

2s q x is locally constant, allowing the following factorization
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With the abovewe can thus rewrite equation (A.2) as
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where finterp(u) is an interpolation factor depending only on u and the sumof thefilters Sg
2 and SgC

. Note that we
can use equation (A.6) to rewrite equation (A.8) as a convolution; we do this to exploit existing reconstruction
software as explained below.We can furthermake a similar approximation as in Rädler et al (2018) and factor
out themean value of finterp(u)
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which ignores the high frequency pattern caused by interpolation inVar[f (x, y)], butmaintains its impact on the
overall variance level. Thefinal variance reconstruction used in this work is thus

TableA.2.MLPparameters for helium ions according to equation (29) in Schulte et al (2008).

a c
0 MeV

2

2 a c
1 MeV cm

2

2 a c
2 MeV cm

2

2 2 a c
3 MeV cm

2

2 3 a c
4 MeV cm

2

2 4 a c
5 MeV cm

2

2 5

4.666 × 10−7 2.817 × 10−8 −3.535 × 10−9 7.964 × 10−10 −5.636 × 10−11 1.635 × 10−12
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which allows realization in RTKby using the existing filtered backprojection implementation and replacing
projection values by ( ),p n

2s q x , taking the square of the prefactor
NP

p xD and reconstruction kernel g, and

computing the ratio
S

S

gC

g2
, which depends onWHann to obtain finterp.

Validation of variance reconstruction forHannwindowing
To validate the approximations used to obtain equation (A.11), ground truth variance imageswere obtained by
using 40 independent noise realizationswith 0.25 mmpixel size for pCT andHeCT ideal simulated scans of the
water phantom, similarly toDickmann et al (2019). The results of this evaluation are presented for protons in
figure A.1, and table A.3 shows the ratio of the variance reconstruction over the 40 independent realizations
ground truth for differentWHann values.

Figure A.1. 2D variancemaps for thewater cylinder obtained from (a) taking the pixel-wise variance from 40 noise realizations
reconstructedwith 0.25 mmpixel size and averaging 5 slices of the resulting variance images, (b) from variance reconstruction using

equation (A.11) and (c) their relative difference reconstruction ground truth

ground truth

-
. (d)Horizontal profiles through the origins of (a) and (b). All

variances normalized to the ground truthmean varianceVROI in a 140 mmdiameter circular ROI.
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